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Introduction

Overall
HFI was ask to evaluate the current NIAMS website design for usability 
and accessibility, and provide recommendations about changes that 
could be made to improve the user experience.

Objectives
• Test the user interface of the NIAMS public website
• Identify high and low performing areas on the site 

-translate feedback into suggested improvements
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Usability Testing 

What’s a usability test for?

Qualitative research

•Ease of learning

•Ease of use

•Memorability

•Error frequency and severity

•Subjective satisfaction

Bottom line

•Observe real users doing real tasks on your site

•Find the major usability problems
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The Test

Date
Thursday-Friday, September 25-26

Place
Bureau of Labor Statistics Usability Lab
Washington, DC

Methodology
•16 subjects were tested
•sessions were video taped
•a “think aloud” protocol was used to better 
understand the users’ thoughts regarding problems 
and the UI
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Demographics

# Name Type/Occupation 

1 Brittany Medical Journalist

2 Ruth S. Patient/Skin Disorder

3 Ruth K. Caregiver/Rehab Counselor

4 Edward Clinical Researcher/Lab Scientist for Bone Research

5 Wendy Caregiver/Arthritis

6 Janet NIAMS Insider/IT Specialist

7 Rocky NIAMS Insider/Cartilage Biology & Orthopedics

8 Bruce HS Science Teacher/Dept. Head

9 Brooke NIH Funded Researcher

10 Adrian NIH Funded Researcher/Immunology Research

11 Raymond RN Nurse/Hospital Rehab Unit

12 Calanet Science Policy Expert/Arthritis Foundation

13 Sean Science Policy Expert/NSF

14 Dorothy Older Individual with Science Interest 65+

15 Michael Physician

16 Rachel HS Senior/Student
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Method

Procedure - Task List (page 1 of 7)

Homepage Evaluation

1. Tell me what you noticed first?

2. What do you think this site is for? What do you think one could do anything using this site?

3. Please point to the things that you expect to be able to click on this page. 

Probes> Pictures? Icons? 

4. Just looking at how this page looks, what do you think is the most important information on the 

page?

5. Based on this homepage, what kind of work do you think NIAMS does?

6. Are there any terms or words that are unfamiliar? For professionals: That might seem 

intimidating or technical for a lay reader/patient?
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Method

Procedure - Task List - 2

About NIAMS

7. Arthritis, Musculoskeletal, and Skin Diseases sounds like it encompasses a wide range of 

ailments.  Where do you think you could find a comprehensive list of all the ailments that are 

covered on the NIAMS website? [A: Health Information > Health Topics]

8. Who is the director of NIAMS [A: About NIAMS > Mission  (or Organization…)]

9. Where would you find information about the Pediatric Rheumatology Clinic at NIAMS. [A: 

About NIAMS > Out Reach Programs > Pediatric Rheumatology Clinic]

10. What is the director’s email address and phone number? [A: About NIAMS > Organization…]

11. Is there anything on the website to help you understand the goals and mission of this 

institute? [A: About NIAMS > Mission]

12. Is there any way to find out how much funding NIAMS had for FY2002? [A: About > Budget 

and Legislation > Fiscal Year 2002 (447+ million)]
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Method

Procedure - Task List - 3

Research  & Funding Resources (Skip for Non-Professionals)

13. Where would you look to find out the types/topics of research grants that NIAMS would be likely 

to fund? [A: Research and Training: Around the Country > Funding Opportunities > Currently Active 

PAs or RFAs]

14.  Does NIAMS provide any grants that are for new investigators? [A: Research and Training: 

Around the Country > Funding Opportunities > Types of Research and Grant Opportunities > Small 

Grant for New Investigators]

15.  Where would you find the policy on Human Fetal Tissue Research? [A: Research and Training: 

Around the Country > Grant Applications > Application Forms > Human Fetal Tissue Research] or 

[A: Research and Training: Around the Country > Clinical Research > NIH Policies > Use of Human 

Fetal Tissue]

16. Can you find a list of the current funding opportunities (PAs) for Biobehaviorial Pain Research? 

[A: Research and Training: Around the Country > Funding Opportunities > Currently Active Program 

Announcements]

17. Can you find information on the policy for including human subjects in sponsored research? [A: 

Research and Training: Around the Country > Clinical Research > NIH Policies > Office for Human 

Protection…]

18. Are there any resources to help investigators understand the grand application/review process? 

For instance, how would your grant proposal get reviewed? [A: Research and Training: Around the 

Country > Grant Applications > Review Process]
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Method

Procedure - Task List - 4

19. Is it possible to download a grant application form for a Regular Research Grant? [A: Research 

and Training: Across the Country > Funding Opportunities > Types of Research and Training 

Programs > Regular Research Grant - 398]

20. Where would you find information on Fellowship for students with disabilities? [A: Research 

and Training: Across the Country > Funding Opportunities > Types of Research and Training 

Program > Predoctoral Fellowships for Students with Disabilities] 

21. If you were working on a project about Muscle Biology and wanted to write a grant but were 

not sure if the topic was appropriate for NIAMS or just wanted to email someone about the 

process, whom would you contact? [A: Research and Training: Across the Country > Muscle 

Biology Branch]

22. Have you applied for funding from any other resource? Did the source have a webpage? How 

does this compare? [A: Careful to not get bogged down here.]

23. Can you get to the homepage from here? [A: Note what participant tries]
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Method

Procedure - Task List - 5

Institute Events

24. Can you find any listing of talks/workshops/meetings that are sponsored by or related to work 

done at NIAMS? [A: Research and Training: Bethesda Campus > Meeting and Events] or [A: News 

and Events > Upcoming Meetings] or [A: News and Events > Spotlight on Research]

25.  Earlier this year there was a meeting of NIH MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY RESEARCH TASK 

FORCE, can you find information about what was discussed at this meeting? [A: News and Events 

> Reports > NIH Muscular…]

Health Information  (Skip for professions if short on time)

26. Say you just found out that your friend has Arthritis. You heard that there are clinical trials that 

they could participate in at NIAMS/NIH.  Where would you find out about these? [A: Research and 

Training: Bethesda Campus > Studies with Patients > Search the Studies]

27. Where would you find information about the Patient Research Registry for Muscular Dystrophy? 

[A: Health Information > Patient Research Registry > Muscular Dystrophy]

28. If you wanted to have some information sent to you on Hip Replacements how would you 

arrange for that? [[A: Health Information > Order Publications > Hip Replacement]

29. You want to find what Gout is and what can be done to treat it. Can you find this information on 

the site? [A: Health Information > Gout]

30. Does the site highlight any findings from research done at or funded by NIAMS? [A: News and 

Events > Press Releases…]
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Method

Procedure - Task List - 6

31.  We haven’t spent much time reading carefully, but from what you have seen, does the 

information provided in the health section seem easy to understand? [Note comments]

Intramural Research Information

32. Are there scientists doing research right at NIAMS?

33. If so, what kinds or research do they do? (Basic science, applied science, socio-ethical policy) 

[A: Research and Training: Bethesda Campus > Labs and Branches] 

34. How would you find out about research jobs available at NIAMS? [A: Research and Training: 

Bethesda Campus > Jobs and Training > NIAMS Employment Opportunities]

35. You heard that NIAMS had a lab that studied Skin Biology. How would you find out more about 

this lab? [A: Research and Training: Bethesda Campus > Labs and Branches > Lab of Skin Biology] 

36. Can you find out who is on the research staff at NIAMS? [A: About NIAMS > Organization and 

Staff Directory > IRP]

37. Can you find out what they are working on in the Genetics and Genomics Research Branch? [A: 

Research and Training: Bethesda Campus > Labs and Branches > Genetics and Genomics]

38. Can you access a recent journal publication by Dr, Horowitz in the Muscle Assembly Group? [A: 

Research and Training: Bethesda Campus > Labs and Branches > Muscle Assembly Group > 

Selected Publications]
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Method

Procedure - Task List - 7

Preparing to Teach (5 minutes)

39. Suppose you wanted to get a speaker to come to your class/organization and give a talk on 

Arthritis, where could you find information about this? [A: Health Information > Outreach Programs 

> NIH Speakers Bureau]

40. Can you find any resources to help teachers prepare a lesson about the research done at 

NIAMS? [A: Health Information > Outreach Programs > NIAMS Curriculum Program]

41.  For Teachers ONLY: Suppose you gave your students an assignment to do a report on Acne.  

Find the information on the site about Acne and tell me if it is detailed enough for this purpose? {A: 

Health Information > Acne]

42.  For Students ONLY: Suppose your teacher gave you an assignment to do a report on Acne.  

Find the information on the site about Acne and tell me if it is detailed enough for this purpose? {A: 

Health Information > Acne]

Warm down

43. Where is the NIAMS is located? [A: Contact NIAMS]

44. Where would you find the information about how to donate money to NIAMS? [A: About NIAMS 

> Budget and Legislation > Donations to the Gift Fund]
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Highlights

Findings

Major Issues

1. Top level organization
Research and training link names did not reflect content contained within

2. Some information was difficult to find
ex. Budget info, NIAMS address, policy info

3. Integration with NIH
There are dozens of links to NIH, the integration between the sites needs 

to be better.

4. Search

Search results were poor, whole site not searched

5. Two sites not one…

Intramural site completely separate from main site

6. Graphic appearance

Boring and geared toward researchers
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Highlights

Video

Video tapes of each subject are available if anyone 
would like to view the testing…
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Findings Top Level Organization

These were too similar, and the big 

difference between the two was not 

location… It was the 

intramural/extramural distinction… These 

caused a lot of confusion.
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Findings Top Level Organization

Suppose you were looking for clinical trials in California… 

Users would go to “Around the Country”

If you were looking for a journal article by a particular 

scientist, users wondered where they were located.

These should be links.

Video Sean #13

13:29:50 2 min, confusion about 

top level organization
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Findings Some Information Was Difficult to Find

“Contact NIAMS” was well below the fold and difficult for 

many people to find.  Include a link to “Contact NIAMS” 

under “About NIAMS”
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Findings Some Information Was Difficult to Find

Policy issues were difficult to find, for example this link was not very 

helpful, but was often the first one found.  The link to the Clinical 

Research Page was much better.

(link goes to “What’s new in funding…”)

Clinical Research Page is really the “Policy Page”
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Findings Some Information Was Difficult to Find

Most did not understand what 

‘mechanism’ was…

This was confusing for most 

‘outsiders’ was this only the research 

budget? Some did not see that the 

numbers were in 1000s.
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NIH

Findings Integration with NIH

The trick is to provide NIAMS specific information under 

NIAMS, and direct the user to the NIH resources for 

information shared across the institutes.

-Let users know when they are going to NIH

-When possible pull back NIAMS specific info to NIAMS so 

users don’t have to go to NIH (e.g. clinical trials for arthritis)

-If you can’t pull back the data, try to preformat queries to the 

NIH databases

Grant Info
Clinical

Trials

Policy etc.

Institute 2Institute 1 NIAMS Institute n
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Findings Integration with NIH

NIAMS

NIH

NIAMS

NIH

NIAMS

NIH

NIH

NIH

NIH

NIH
NIH

NIAMS

NIAMS

NIAMS
NIH

NIH

•Many links to NIH, all open in new window, which 

caused much confusion during the test.

•Users are not aware which links take them to NIH.

Some users didn’t 

realize NIH was a 

totally different site.
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Findings Search

Printable Page link 

looks like it is 

associated with 

search…

Drop down was confusing 

and added little value for the 

users.

Do not pre-fill the text in the 

search box.

Box is too small, many users tried 

partial word searches.

“Clear” button not necessary.

There was no spelling support.
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Findings Search

Search results were poor. Rarely did users find 

what they were looking for. With a high level of 

linking of your site to NIH you should make it 

easy to search both sites at once.

Intramural search did not search, the 

rest of NIAMS and the NIAMS search 

did not search intramural site.  No 

one realized this.

Video

#16 Rachael

16:42:38 2+ min

Also

16:45:24 2+ min

To search everything you needed to 

do 3 searches on three different sites. 

NIAMS, NIAMS Intramural, NIH
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Findings Search

No ability to search within results (refine search)
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Findings Search

The “score” could be eliminated, it adds little or no value 

for the user. Sorting by date would be more helpful.
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Findings Search

Searches on the Intramural site were very different. 

Notice Horowits was found in this search.
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Findings Two Sites Not One

The main site and the intramural site were completely 

separate, no one understood this…

The sites looked different, had 

different navigation, and different 

searches. This greatly reduces the 

overall usability of the site.
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Findings Two Sites Not One

Main navigation and look and feel were different.
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Findings Graphic Appearance

Most users felt the site was designed for researchers and 

looked boring…

Video

#1 Brittany

9:38:40  2+ min
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Findings Graphic Appearance

Another example
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Findings Graphic Appearance

Another example
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Findings Graphic Appearance

Another example
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Other issues…
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Findings Homepage

•Font was smaller than on the rest of the page

•Area contained a great deal of ‘technical jargon’

•Area attracted very little attention, if something is interesting, including a 

picture could help make it stand out

•Most users did not believe this area to be very important
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Findings Health Topics Page

The list of topics needs some 

work…

•Some info only in Spanish

•Some major items appear 

missing (see video)

•Why is some info only available 

as ‘information packets’

Video Calanet # 12 Fri

12:24:51 3 min

Remove
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Create a Disease Centric Pages for General Public

Alopecia Areata
Alopecia areata (al-oh-PEE-shah ar-ee-AH-tah) is an autoimmune 

disease which usually results in hair falling out in small round 

patches. 

What Is Alopecia Areata? 

What Causes It? 

Who Is Most Likely To Get It? 

Is My Hair Loss a Symptom of a Serious Disease? 

Can I Pass It on to My Children? 

Will My Hair Ever Grow Back? 

What Can I Expect Next? 

How Is It Treated? 

How Will Alopecia Areata Affect My Life? 

How Can I Cope With the Effects of This Disease? 

Is Research Close to Finding Better Treatments or a Cure? 

How Can I Take Part in Research? 

Where Can I Learn More About Alopecia Areata? 

Glossary 

Clinical Trials for

Alopecia Areata

Receive a Booklet

In the Mail

Recent NIAMS 

Research on Alopecia

Areata

QuickT im e™  and a TIFF (Uncompressed) decompressor are needed to see this picture.

En Español 

Design Idea
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Findings Order Publications Page

The Order Publications Page was very long 

and confusing for many…

- The first three items in the list seemed very 

similar…
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Findings Outreach Programs Page

Reformat and reorder items.

(Most important at top, and remove lines between 

items.  Good info is way at the bottom of this page 

and often overlooked.)

Naming should be examined, especially “NIAMS Coalition 

Members”
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Findings Consistent Naming

Consistent naming would help.  Branches, sections and 

groups were all at the end of the name, but Laboratory 

was at the beginning…

Put later
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Findings Outreach Programs Page

NIAMS Curriculum Supplements would be used more and 

would be more useful to high school teachers if they 

would concentrate on “indicators”that are being 

recommended by AAAS (doc # 2061)

http://www.project2061.org/

American Association for the Advancement of Science

http://www.aaas.org/education/

http://www.project2061.org/
http://www.aaas.org/education/
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Findings Clinical Trials

You should make it as easy as possible for people to learn 

about clinical trials (you are a research organization!)

Put somewhere else

Allow them to search from your 

site, the clinicaltrials.gov site was 

very confusing. Many did not 

search it correctly.

Provide a list of studies that is 

specific to NIAMS.

Video of Michael

#15 15:23:47  3+ min
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Findings Clinical Trials

From the homepage of NINDS, preformatted queries
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Accessibility Overview
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Accessibility

Overall the accessibility of the NIAMS site is OK.  There are a 6 main areas 

that could use attention.

1. Alt tags for all graphic elements

2. Language tags for pages with mixed languages (Spanish…)

3. Add the ability to skip standard headers

4. More descriptive page titles (minor)

5. Site consistency (Intramural pages are very different from rest of site)

6. Linking on Intramural Site
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Accessibility - Alt tags for images

1. Alt tags for all graphic elements

Images are usually indicated with an <IMG> tag.

Example <IMG src="pictureofme.jpg">

<IMG src="pictureofme.jpg" alt="this is a picture of me">

Example from NIAMS

<td width="9" height="24"><img src="../images/arrow-on.gif" width="8" height="10" align="top"></td>
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Accessibility - Language Tags

2. Language tags for pages with mixed languages (Spanish…)

Clearly identify changes in the natural language of a document's text and any text equivalents: 

identify chunks of text written using different natural languages; 

add a lang attribute to the innermost element containing the text for each chunk identified 

previously.

Identifying changes in language is important for a number of reasons:

Users who are reading the document in braille will be able to substitute the appropriate control 

codes (markup) where language changes occur to ensure that the braille translation software will 

generate the correct characters (accented characters, for instance); 

Speech synthesizers that speak multiple languages will be able to generate the text in the 

appropriate accent with proper pronunciation. If changes are not marked, the synthesizer will 

pronounce  the words in the language it works in, usually producing sounds that cannot be 

understood.
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Accessibility - Alt tags for images

3. Allow users to bypass standard navigation 

The MAP element groups a set of links, the "title" attribute identifies it as a navigation bar , and a link at 

the beginning of the group links to the anchor after the group. 

<BODY>          

<MAP title="Navigation Bar">           

<P>       

[<A href="#how">Bypass navigation bar</A>]       

[<A href="home.html">Home</A>]       

[<A href="search.html">Search</A>]       

[<A href="new.html">New and highlighted</A>]       

[<A href="sitemap.html">Site map</A>]       

</P>     

</MAP>          

<H1><A name="how">How to use our site</A></H1>   

<!-- content of page -->        

</BODY> 
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Accessibility - Titles

4. Use more accurate page titles 

Clicking On “Research and Training: Around the Country” returns a 

page with the title

“Overview”   

The title is often used in search results and the general idea of the page 

should be conveyed in the title.

“NIAMS Extramural Research Overview”
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Accessibility - Titles

5. Consistency from section to section 

The intramural section has completely different navigation from the 

rest of the site.  This places a heavy burden on people using assistive 

technology.
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Accessibility - Titles

6. Intramural site - Put the name of the page that 

you are linking to in the "alt" tags.

<img border="0" height="39" width="380" src="images/irphome/menu2_03.gif" 
name="menu2_03" > 

<img border="0" height="36" width="380" src="images/irphome/menu2_04.gif" 
name="menu2_04" > 

There are lots of examples here are two…
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Recap of Findings/Recommendations
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Recap of Findings

Major Issues

1. Top level organization
Research and training link names did not reflect content contained within

2. Some information was difficult to find
ex. Budget info, NIAMS address, policy info

3. Integration with NIH
There are dozens of links to NIH, the integration between the sites needs to 

be better.

4. Search

Search results were poor, whole site not searched

5. Two sites not one…

Intramural site completely separate from main site

6. Graphic appearance

Boring
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Recommendations

1. Reorganize content on the site (checkout 

www.genome.gov or www.nhlbi.nih.gov for a different 

organization schemes)

2. Review integration with NIH, streamline where 

possible, permit combined search of NIH and NIAMS, let 

people know when they are switching sites

3. Update search,

• Combine main site and intramural, provide spelling 

support, enable partial name search

4. Make whole site identical in graphical appearance

5. Update graphical look, give site some personality, make 

it more friendly to the general public

http://www.genome.gov/
http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/
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Wrap-up Discussion


